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Lyndsey Hicks, editor-in-chief

es, we’re running another Mario issue, but
the reason for doing so is compelling, so
hear me out.
I’m a longtime Mario fan. I first picked up
the series in 1988 as a wee lad of 7 years. The
first time that I played, I landed in front of the first
goomba in the first level and died a painful death.
I was hooked after that. I’m the type of Mario fan
to have multiple versions of my favorite games in
the series, wear Mario apparel and own various
other Mario-related items. I, once upon a time,
entertained the thought of naming my future child
Mario if he were to ever come into being, Samus
being my first choice for a girl. Yep, I was once
upon a time in galaxy far, far away one of “those”
Mario/Nintendo fans.
I’m still a fan of Mario but these days I prefer
the old times of 2D romps through the Mushroom Kingdom than the 3D visits. Call me oldfashioned but I’d much rather run through a level
of Super Mario Bros. 3 any day before I attempt
something like Mario Galaxy.

The appeal of Mario is wide-ranging. There’s
something for everyone and no two Mario favorites lists are alike. That’s why we’re pulling together our favorites and spelling them out for the
world to see. I’m always a fan of reading others’
favorites in the series and why, and this issue is
dedicated to all things Mario solely because of
that.
Whether you love the mustachioed plumber and
his brother or not, you’ve probably played at least
one game in the series and tried a spinoff or two.
That’s the draw of Mario and why he’s around 30
years after his debut, still going strong.
Happy birthday Mario. May you live long and
continue to smash bricks your own way.
Enjoy the issue!
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GI REVIEW POLICY
Scale is from 1 to 5 as follows:
1 — Broken. Absolutely do not play this game. A broken mess
from start to finish. Game is unplayable and irredeemable in all
areas.
2 — Substandard. The game isn’t for everyone. Some mechanics
work; others need work. Overall design is questionable in some
areas.
3 — Average and meets expectations. Mechanics work and
it’s a decent package overall. It’s playable, and you’ll come back to
the game.
4 — Above average. Exceeds expectations. Overall, a great game
worth keeping in a gamer’s library. Presentation and mechanics all
work as expected and add to or enhance the gaming experience.
5 — Masterpiece. Everyone should play this title at least once to
experience what it has to offer.
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Mario
the music
Mario’s musical history is a master class in sound design

M

ario’s musical chops are well known. Practically
any gamer worth their salt has memorized and
can correctly identify the overworld theme of Super Mario Bros. They also, more than likely, have
Mario as a part of their ringtones. Mario’s music is
a favorite at Gaming Insurrection, enough to warrant its own
playlist in our daily music routine. This is what we listen to
on a daily basis from each of the first five games in the super
series. Note, also, that each track that we’re discussing can be
found on released soundtracks for each game.
1. Overworld – Super Mario Bros.: This is the penultimate
song of video game music. Most gamers know it automatically and can tell you the first time they heard it in striking
detail. Created as Latin rhythmic tune, it has been featured
in every main Mario title (and nearly every spinoff title, too)
since its debut in Super Mario Bros. This is composer Koji
Kondo’s masterpiece.
2. Underground – Super Mario Bros.: Another iconic tune
from the Super Mario Bros. franchise, the Underground
theme has been remixed many a time. It’s simple and effective, giving the illusion that you are exploring some great
space miles under the ground in the Mushroom Kingdom.
3. Swimming – Super Mario Bros.: First appearing in Level
2-2 in Super Mario Bros., the theme for Mario’s underwater
adventures is sprightly and fun. A fun fact is that it later
makes an appearance in Super Mario Bros. 2 USA as the title
theme.
4. Overworld – Super Mario Bros. 2 USA: There’s nothing
like a little bit of old time rag music to get your concentration
and anticipation high for the weirdest sequel in the history
of sequels. This is actually a great tune in hindsight as it’s
upbeat and moving, just the right combination for a Mario
overworld tune.
5. Character Select – Super Mario Bros. 2 USA: Choosing
your favorite character was never as fun as it is in Super
Mario Bros. 2. And there’s a great backing track that accompanies it. It sounds like a fun time at the piano at an old
country fair.
6. Above Ground – Super Mario Bros. 3: This is one of the

most fun tracks within Super Mario Bros. 3. It’s instantly recognizable because, more than likely, you heard it a lot since
you played SMB3 a ton and couldn’t save your progress and
it required you to start over every time. The steel drums are
what make the tune fun and chilled out at the same time.
7. World 1 – Super Mario Bros. 3: Most of us were ready to
get involved in the action of World 1 in Super Mario Bros. 3
and this was the perfect song to prepare for that. It’s upbeat
and fast-paced, which is an excellent way to start the game
off right.
8. World 3 – Super Mario Bros. 3: The world might make
Mario turn out all wet but the music is some of the best in
the game. The theme of Water Land (as it’s known in the second release of the game) is a chill theme that makes sliding
around the many water-based levels a relaxed-but-terrifying
experience.
9. World 4 – Super Mario Bros. 3: I fell in love with video
game music through several games — Castlevania, Super
C, Ninja Gaiden, Super Mario Bros. and Super Mario Bros. 3.
SMB3’s Giant Land is what did it for me in Mario 3. I would
purposely warp through the game just to get to this world to
hear the theme, and the reason is for its fun pop leanings.
10. Airship – Super Mario Bros. 3: This is the track that,
when played, made you realize things were about to get real.
You were about to face off against one of the Koopa kids, if
you made it to the end of the ship, and things were ramping
up in difficulty. There’s a reason why it’s called a Koopa Doom
ship.
11. Kinopio’s (Toad) House – Super Mario Bros. 3: This track
was the first time that Toad really stood out in terms of being a helper. He wasn’t running around as a main character
yet he received an awesome backing track for his house of
goodies. Fun fact: This also doubles as the P-Switch activation
theme.
12. Opening theme – Super Mario World: A very fun theme
opens one of the greatest Mario adventures ever created.
Super Mario World was the start of Mario branching out from
the confines of the Mushroom Kingdom and it needed a fun
track to show that. The opening theme, with its flirty over-

tures, is a great way to start.
13. Athletic – Super Mario World: The piano in this theme
is what makes the experience of early Mario levels in Super
Mario World. The tune immediately calls to mind the Old
West when dueling pianos and piano playing in general was
awesome.
14. Fortress – Super Mario World: One of my favorites in
any Mario game, the fortress theme of Super Mario World is
extremely dark and foreboding, providing just the right mood
for castles in the game. The castles aren’t exactly supposed to
be welcoming and opening for Mario and the theme provides
just the right amount of scale for an undertaking such as the
castles in World. Also, it’s a minor key version of the main
overworld theme.
15. Swimming – Super Mario World: The surprisingly relaxing tune is extremely fun and yet, comes with quite a few
layers. There are at least two different melodies present and
it’s yet another take on the overworld theme that’s well done.
16. Koopa’s Road – Super Mario 64: This is quite possibly the most epic Mario tune I have ever heard. It perfectly
conveys the effort and trial that Mario has to undertake
just to get Princess Peach back from Bowser. Every time this
shows up in the game, it’s to show that Mario will have to go
through hell and back just to reach Bowser. The best thing
about the whole tune is the beat, which is hard and driving.
17. Lethal Lava Land – Super Mario 64: Despite the surrounding section being extremely hard to navigate, the track
for Lethal Lava Land is awesome. It makes very good use of a
unique drum and sitar, which you don’t find in most games
these days.
18. Piranha Plant Lullaby – Super Mario 64: A chill and
relaxing lullaby that’s used to put Piranha Plants to sleep is
fantastic. The tune is fun and interesting to listen to in-game
as well as the piano version also found on the soundtrack.
Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief of Gaming Insurrection

30
YEARS OF
T

MARIO

he ubiquitous everyman has been around for three decades. That’s 30 years of running,
jumping and saving the princess in various forms of entertainment all the while becoming a
doctor, a racecar driver and a multisport champion.
We love Mario dearly here at GI and it’s not just because his games are fun to play. We love Mario
because he represents the fact that you can do anything you put your mind toward and just as he can
save the princess and the Mushroom Kingdom from the machinations of an evil turtle and also save
time to conquer the real world, you, too, can do the same if you have the right powerups.
This issue puts the spotlight on the plucky plumber from Brooklyn just in time for his 30th birthday. We have reviews and musings on Mario’s origins, theories about his adventures and tips
about where to find the first five games in the main line series. We’re celebrating the reign of Mario
throughout the Mushroom Kingdom and beyond.
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MARIO RELEASE TIMELINE
TIMELINE WITH SPINOFFS

Super Mario Bros., 1985

Super Mario Bros. 2 USA, 1988

Super Mario Bros. 3, 1990

Super Mario World, 1991

FINDING MARIO PORTS
There are endless reasons why you’d want to play
old-school Mario. And don’t worry: Nintendo has
you covered if you want to play the first five games
in the series, whether it’s in the form of ports or
the Virtual Console for 3DS or the Wii U.
Mario Bros. Arcade (1983)
If it’s the original tale of the brothers Mario going
on an adventure into the sewers, this is what
you’re looking for. The original has some jumping
issues (editor’s note: see our Torture of the Quarter review of Ice Climbers for an explanation of the
same issue) that detract from the overall package,
but it’s still neat to see part of the origin story of
the greatest plumber of all time.
Where can you find it?: Animal Crossing
(2002), Mario & Luigi: Superstar Saga (2003),
Classic NES Series (2004; JP only), Super Mario
Advance series (all versions)
Super Mario Bros. (1985)
If you want the best-selling platformer of all time,
look no further than the progenitor of the genre:
Super Mario Bros. Technically, it’s been outsold
by other games at this point, but it’s still one of the
best games of all time and a leading reason why
Nintendo is still around today.
feature

Donkey Kong
Mario Bros.
Super Mario Bros.
Super Mario Bros. 2 USA
Super Mario Bros. 3
Super Mario World
Super Mario Bros. 2
Super Mario World 2: Yoshi’s Island
Super Mario 64
Mario Kart 64
Super Mario Sunshine
New Super Mario Bros.
Super Mario Galaxy
New Super Mario Bros. Wii

07/09/81
07/01/83
10/13/85
09/09/88
02/12/90
08/23/91
08/01/93
10/13/95
09/26/96
02/10/97
08/26/02
05/15/06
11/12/07
11/15/09

Spinoffs
Dr. Mario
Super Mario Kart
Super Mario RPG
Mario Party
Super Smash Bros.

10/01/90
09/01/92
05/13/96
02/08/99
04/26/99

Super Mario 64, 1996

Mario game in the U.S. market, Nintendo
took the concept of Doki Doki Panic, slapped
Mario characters in place of the original
characters and said it was all a dream. It was
then released as the sequel and the Japanese
version was later released as a special part of
Super Mario All-Stars.
Where can you find it?: Super Mario
All-Stars (1993; both versions, Japanese
version as Lost Levels), Super Mario Deluxe
(Japanese version, 1999), Super Mario Advance (2001; USA version only), Classic NES
Series (Japanese version only, 2004)

Where can you find it?: Vs. Super Mario Bros.
(1986), Super Mario Bros. Deluxe (1999), Animal
Crossing (2002), Super Mario All-Stars (1993),
Classic NES Series (2004),
Super Mario Bros. 2 JP/Super Mario Bros.
2 USA (1986/1988)
The usual confusion surrounding the second
game in the series is easy to clear up. The proper
sequel, first released in Japan, was deemed too
hard for American players. To release another

Super Mario Bros. 3 (1990)
Easily one of the greatest games of all time,
Super Mario Bros. 3 was and still is one
of the biggest Mario adventures yet. There was
more of everything: powerups, secrets, places to
explore. The greatest thing about Mario 3? It is
Mario design, arguably at its finest. And to have it
on the go and in multiple places is one of the best
ideas Nintendo could have ever come up with.

sales and prominence of Super Mario Bros. 3.
With the rise of Mario’s visibility and coffers full,
World was readied as a successor to the third
adventure and to launch Mario into the newest
generation of platforming. Super Mario World,
while not quite as popular as SMB3, was still
a resounding success and critically acclaimed.
It’s a solid adventure with all of the pieces of
the Mario-established pie in place, and there’s
definitely more to explore and secrets to learn. It’s
also the proper introduction of Yoshi to the Mario
universe.
Where can you find it?: Super Mario AllStars + Super Mario World (1994), Super Mario
Advance 2 (2002)

Where can you find it?: Super Mario All-Stars
(1993), Super Mario Advance 4 (2003)

Super Mario 64 (1996)
Considered to be the greatest game of all time by
some, Mario 64 is certainly in the upper echelon
of gaming. Mario’s move from 2D sprite to fully
realized 3D character within a free-range playing
field is rightly hailed as one of the most revolutionary gaming accomplishments ever created.
Mario 64 still stands as the beacon for the 3D
platforming genre, nearly 20 years later.

Super Mario World (1991)
Mario had nowhere but up to go after the meteoric

Where can you find it?: Super Mario 64 DS
(2004)
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Growing up
with Mario
By David Rhodes

Special to Gaming Insurrection

Super Mario Bros.
Let’s talk about the franchise. My first experience
with Mario was on the Nintendo Entertainment
System with Super Mario Bros. It’s also the first
game I’ve ever played. It was my first frustration
in gaming as I struggled to finish the game. I beat
Mario 2 and Mario 3 before I beat Mario 1, so it
wasn’t my first sense of
victory from that standpoint.
When I was a kid, I didn’t
believe in the concept of
Warp Zones. Why take
shortcuts? So, I struggled
to finish Mario 1 because of
that and my stubbornness
to not get the extra lives on
World 3-1. World 5 was
my Achilles heel. And the
Rhodes
concept of being informed
that “The princess is another
castle” seven times might be the greatest tease in
video game history. Once I got older, I warped and
I got my lives.

Earl Bell

Earl’s Top 10 Mario
games
1. Super Mario Bros.
2. Super Mario Land 2
3. Super Mario
All-Stars
4. Super Mario Land
5. Mario Party 4
6. Super Mario Bros.
2 USA
7. Paper Mario
8. Super Mario Kart
9. Super Mario 64
10. Dr. Mario

Earl Bell, 25
When I was a kid, I loved playing on two Mario-themed video
games: Super Mario 64 and Mario
Land 3 for the Game Boy. Why?
Because they were awesome,
that’s why. Really, they opened a
lot of doors for me when it comes
to gaming. I have to thank my
parents for buying my first Nintendo system; it really helped me
through very dark times. I am truly
grateful for Nintendo bringing
Mario to life and shedding some
light in this gamer’s life.

Super Mario Bros. 2
I will never forget my first thought when I played
Super Mario Bros. 2: How can Toad beat up
bad guys? My next thought was, who was I was
rescuing since the Princess can be selected? And
the thought after that, who is Wart? It seemed like
a complete 180 from Mario 1 and I found out why
once I got older.
Super Mario Bros. 3
Mario 3 was the game that got everyone noticing
Mario if they weren’t already. From The Wizard
movie cameo, to the fact that Mario can FLY
now, to the fact that we had Koopalings. Mario 3
changed the game.
Super Mario World
Mario World being the launch title for Mario as
now he can glide and the graphical upgrade gave
him a great look.
Super Mario 64
But no graphical upgrade gave him a better look
than when Mario 64 showed up on the Nintendo
64. This game created the standard for how 3D
games are played. People STILL use this formula to
this day in 2015 on current generation platforms.
It’s the greatest Mario game of all time. I’m fully
aware I’m in the minority of that opinion but when
you look at impact, I think I have a very strong
case.
Post-Super Mario 64
After Mario 64, Nintendo leaned toward being
more evolutionary instead of revolutionary with
Mario Sunshine, which I still think is the toughest
Mario in the 3D era. Super Mario Galaxy for the
Wii took Mario into space, which was an awesome
concept that was perfected in Mario Galaxy 2. Mario through three decades has been able to keep his
relevancy in the industry. Kudos to that plumber
named Mario.
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David’s Top 10 Mario
games
1. Super Mario 64
2. Super Mario Bros. 3
3. Super Mario Bros.
4. Super Mario Kart
5. Mario Galaxy 2
6. Mario Kart 64
7. Super Mario World
8. Super Mario RPG:
Legend of the Seven
Stars
9. Paper Mario
10. Super Mario Land

Lyndsey Hicks

Lyndsey’s Top 10
Mario games
1. Super Mario
Bros. 3
2. Super Mario
Bros.
3. Super Mario
World
4. Super Mario Kart
5. Super Mario 2
USA
6. Super Mario RPG
7. Mario Kart 64
8. Dr. Mario
9. Paper Mario
10. Mario 64

Lyndsey Hicks, 34
Aside from the fact that Mario is
a gaming icon, the franchise has
actually changed people’s lives.
Where would I be if I hadn’t
played Super Mario Bros. for
the first time in 1988? I don’t
think I’d be running a publication
based on video games. I owe
quite a bit to the plumber from
Nintendo: My hobbies and my
former course of employment
all came from wanting to write
about video games and that’s
because of playing one of the
greatest games of all time. And,
let us not forget, I am a Mario
girl. The portly plumber from
Brooklyn is my favorite video
game character, even beating out
Samus Aran. That takes serious
love.

David Rhodes

David Rhodes, 33
Let’s get one thing out of the way:
The Super Mario Bros. franchise is the greatest franchise in
video game history. Regardless
of genre, it’s not even close. For
those who say otherwise, they
need to get their head examined.
That plumber named Mario is an
icon in pop culture and in this
industry.

Brandon Beatty

Brandon’s Top 10
Mario games
1. Super Mario
Bros. 3
2. Super Mario Bros.
2 USA
3. Super Mario World
4. Dr. Mario
5. Super Mario 64
6. Mario Kart 64
7. New Super Mario
Bros. Wii
8. Super Mario Bros.
9. Super Mario
All-Stars
10. Super Mario Land

Brandon Beatty, 37
Out of all the Super Mario games
that I played as a young gamer, I
chose Super Mario Bros. 3 for its
perfect combination of elements
from the original SMB and SMB2,
plus adding new attack moves for
Mario and Luigi.
In short, SMB3 redefined how
people played Mario games
without completely devolving from
the formula that makes a Mario
game. Thus, Mario’s evolution to a
gaming icon began.

feature

MARIO SPINOFFS
Dr. Mario

Super Mario
Bros. 2 USA

Super Mario
Bros./SMB 2 JP

Super Mario
Bros. 3

1988

1990

1985/1986

Super Mario
Bros. the Movie

Adventures of
Super Mario
Bros. 3

Super Mario
Bros. Super Show

New Super Mario
Bros. series

Super Mario
Land series

Mario Bros.
arcade
1983

THE ORIGINS
OF
MARIO
Super Mario
Super Mario RpG:
Legend of the
Seven stars

There are two Mario origin stories that are accepted as canon:

World

Plumbers born in Brooklyn discover warp
pipe

Super Mario
World 2:
Yoshi’s Island

1991

The theory: The story has it that Mario and Luigi
were adults,
Superworking
Marioin their plumbing businessWorld
on a clogged
drain in their home borough
cartoon
of Brooklyn one day when they discovered a
MarioShow
is
Super Mario Bros. Super
warp pipe. They were promptly sucked in and
missing/
permanently trapped in the Mushroom Kingdom,
destined to fight Bowser and his evil minions and
Mario’s time
Super MarioWhile working on the drain machine
save the under siege nation.
Kart Lend the princess a hand in the Mushroom Land
Comin’ atcha with the plumbers,
Where it’s confirmed: The Super Mario Bros.
You’ll be hooked on the brothers!
Super Show cartoon intro tells the origin slightly
Nowww
in its opening lyrics:
Evil Koopa and his Troopas
“Yo, yo!
Are up to misbehavin’
It’s the Mario Brothers
They kidnapped the princess;
And plumbing’s the game
Found the secret warp zone
Mushroom Land needs savin’
feature

Super Smash
Bros. series

Super Mario World 2: Yoshi’s Island

Paper mario
series

Abusin’ and confusin’
Everybody he discovers
They can’t help but be hooked on the brothers!”
Babies born to parents in the Mushroom
Kingdom
The theory: Spoiler alert! If you haven’t beaten

super Mario
64

the masterpiece that is Super Mario World 2:
Yoshi’s Island, stop reading now. For those of you
1996
who have,
the game’s ending reveals that Yoshi
and his brethren have gone to great lengths to
reunite Mario and his twin, who was kidnapped
by Kamek at the beginning of the game. It turns
out that the kidnapped twin is, in fact, Luigi. And,
as the babies are reunited and returned home, the
parents awaiting the arrival of the stork are also
awaiting the arrival of twin heroes, Mario and
Luigi.

Mario Party
series

Where it’s confirmed: The ending screen
MariotheKart
64news that “Heroes are born.”
shows
joyous
This confirms that Mario and Luigi have versions
born in the Mushroom Kingdom. Also, series
creator Shigeru Miyamoto has confirmed that
Super Mario World 2: Yoshi’s Island is meant to
be a part of the main Mario series.
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THEMES OF MARIO
For every Shigeru Miyamoto-produced effort,
there’s a basic theme on the surface that makes
even the most jaded gamer sit up and take notice.
The Mario franchise is no different. Mario tends to
be a straightforward, get him point A to point
B affair with a few secrets thrown in for
good measure type of game. However,
there’s more than meets the eye to
Mario sometimes.
Theory #01: Mario is the classic
good versus evil tale
Mario is the everyday journey man
who just happens to get sucked
into an alternate dimension, where
his skills and strength come in
handy to take on the local tyrant.
He’s nothing special but he’s got
everything he needs within himself
to take on the big bully Bowser

and rescue the princess. Mario, in this theory, is
the everyday Joe. He is everything that embodies a regular person but he is a hero, in fact. His
strong sense of right and wrong and justice gives
him strength to take down the villain all by
himself.

Theory #02: Mario is a drug
dealer
If you’re an adult with way too
much time on your hands, and
you sit down and analyze the components of Mario, you, too, can
come up with this theory. The
drug allegory is immediately
noticeable if you pay attention:
Mushrooms: Mushrooms are
psychedelic mushrooms that
make Mario think he’s larger
than he really is. Miyamoto

— and various official strategy
guides — have pointed out
that Mario is normal size as
little Mario e.g. when he has
not gathered a mushroom from
a box. He gathers a mushroom
to become Super Mario, and
thus, he believes he is bigger.
Fire Flower: This is marijuana. He’s smoking it to make a fireball. And he’s getting high
on his own supply.
Starman: This is the drug LSD or Angeldust.
Mario believes he is invincible until it wears
off after about 10 to 15 seconds.
Coins: These are used to purchase his items.
Bowser is a rival drug dealer and this is why he
constantly captures Peach: He wants Peach used
as ransom until Mario pays what he owes, either
in drugs or coins.

MARIO THE SPOKEN WORD
The experience of playing Mario is
unique around the world, in every
country, down to the different regions,
cities and even neighborhoods. No two
people play Mario alike in the world.
The same thing goes for terms used
to describe Mario items. In Columbia,
S.C., growing up, GI Editor-in-Chief
Lyndsey Hicks heard a lot of different
terms to describe things in Mario’s
world.
1-Up Mushroom = “Extra man” or
“Extra life”
Koopa Troopa = “Ducks”
Level 8-1 pit = “Big gap of 8-1”
The World 4 Doom Ship of Super
Mario Bros. 3 = “The Pepsi” and
“The Coca-Cola”: The Doom Ship of
this level features a mini-gauntlet of
cannons strategically positioned to fire
and a second more lengthy gauntlet
that immediately comes after. Southerners tend to drink Coca-Cola and the
company’s advertising slogan at the
time was “The Real Thing.” The first
gauntlet was considered a warm up
and the rival to Coke, which is Pepsi.
The longer gauntlet was considered
“The Real Thing,” or Coke.
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Super Mushroom = “Big man”

Fire Flower = “Fireballs” or “Fire
power”

Starman = “Invincibility” or “Star
power”

10 lives = “King 10 men”: The game
glitches on the data screen when there
are 10 or more extra lives stored. The
game’s memory adds a crown character
in place of the first digit of the 10.

Level 8-2 pit = “Big gap of 8-2”

NES Game Atlas = “Get the book”: Any
time the N-Spade bonus game appeared
in Super Mario Bros. 3 (every 80,000
points scored), the NES Game Atlas was
researched for the correct matching game
board.
feature

THE EVOLUTION OF MARIO

Super Mario Bros.
Super Mario Bros. 2 USA

Super Mario 64

Super Mario world
Super Mario Bros. 3

Super Mario sunshine
feature

Super Mario galaxy
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THE WORLD OF MARIO

The ultimate illustrated guide to Mario
The map, illustrated by talented artist Bill Mudron, depicts the rough geographical locations of most worlds
and levels from Super Mario Bros., Super Mario Bros.
3, Super Mario World, Super Mario Kart, Super Mario
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World 2: Yoshi’s Island and Super Mario RPG.
You can buy this print — and others — at Mudron’s
website, www.billmudron.com

feature

R
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M
SUPER MARIO MAKER

The building project
centered on Nintendo’s
favorite plumber is a
masterpiece in level creation
and sharing.
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Paper Mario, 13
game of the quarter

Super Mario 64, 14

Mario Kart 64, 15

Super Mario Bros. 2 JP, 16

Mario quick hits, 17
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SUPER MARIO MAKER

A masterpiece
in the making
Super Mario Maker is the Mario
game that isn’t quite the standard Mario fare but is the game
you didn’t know you needed. It is,
alongside few others, the killer app
for the Wii U.
Let’s start with what Mario
Maker isn’t. This isn’t your regular Mario hop and bop, save the
princess adventure. In fact, little
story if any exists and Peach is
barely mentioned or referenced.
This is Mario stripped down to his
bare elements, showing how his
adventures come together. It’s also
really an excuse to revisit Mario’s
past and get some of the newer enthusiasts up to speed, just in time
for Mario’s 30th birthday.
The stage is set by utilizing
some of Mario’s greatest games. Making
an appearance are
elements from the
original platforming masterpieces
Super Mario Bros.
and Super Mario
Bros. 3. Joining those
are secondary greatest hit
Super Mario World and the more
recent hit New Super Mario Bros.
U. All four games represent some
crowning achievement for the
everyday plumber and thus have
some merit for making you revisit
these set pieces to create your own
masterpiece.
Creating that masterpiece is
simple and intuitive. The level edi-

Lyndsey Hicks

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
tor focuses on levels, not worlds,
and wisely makes the process
quick and painless. Want to make
a level with 10 Bowsers underwater
only to face off against a lone
Hammer Bros. before the
end gate in Super Mario
world style and graphics? That’s easy. But
this is also where the
only gripe that I have
with the game rears
its head. While you may
want to make that stunning gauntlet of pain immediately, you’re limited because
of the game’s unlocking system.
Game styles beyond the initial two
and ultimately the majority of
your creation library are unlocked
via a time system that goes by
days. You can speed it up, but it’s
intended to make you the creator
spend several days trying out the
system and getting a feel for new

SCORE:
5 OUT
OF 5
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elements in a paced environment.
I can appreciate the sense of not
wanting too many elements all at
once, but the system is a little slow
and frustrating when I have a million ideas that I can’t fully implement for several days initially.
Mario Maker looks fantastic
for the most part. The non-level
editor graphics look great and are
crisp. The game runs off the Wii
U graphical power so while your
newer game styles and non-editor
graphics look good on the Wii U
gamepad and on the TV, your older
graphics for most of the styles are
going to look a little bad at 1080p
resolution on a newer TV. Nintendo took a risk in not jazzing up
the older game styles and it paid
off, quite honestly. I’d rather play a

SMB3 level in the way that it would
have looked on the original NES
than a fixed version that’s been
changed.
In addition to the graphics, the
soundtrack is a mix of new and
old. The main themes associated with each game style and
level type (Ground, Underwater,
Underground, Castle, Airship and
Ghost House) are remixed for use
during the editing process. They
are found, though, in their original form when an actual level is
played. The remixes are great
and bring something new to the
table, while using the original
version does a lot for immersion.
The game’s illusions to spiritual
predecessor Mario Paint don’t
hurt, either. It, too, had a unique

soundtrack and hearkening back
to that era of creativity in several
places such as the soundtrack is a
welcome inclusion.
What I love most about Mario
Maker is its sense of Mario love.
It’s not afraid to let the gamer take
control and it’s also about Nintendo letting folks in to see the wheels
turn behind one of its most iconic
franchises. Nintendo clearly loves
Mario, whether it’s from a monetization point of taking its internal
level editor and turning it loose on
the population, or from the standpoint that Mario is Nintendo and
he’s been given the royal treatment
for a job well done for the past 30
years. Super Mario Maker is the
company’s love letter to Mario fans
and well done letter at that.
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PAPER MARIO

A serviceable
tale on paper
The moment you know Mario
has gone on too many adventures
is when you know you’ve played
way too much Mario. Paper Mario, the sequel to the hard-to-top
Super Mario RPG, is when I knew
I’d played way too much Mario
and seemed to expect way too
much from a Mario game. The
joke, however, was on me as I realized that an in-depth and long
adventure awaited, and a story
was to be told here that needed to
be told after the highlight of RPG.
Paper Mario starts out much
like any other Mario game: The
princess has been kidnapped and
Mario needs to save her. However, there’s a twist in the danse
macabre that is Mario
and Bowser’s eternal struggle over
Peach. Bowser
has managed
to get his
hands on the
Star Rod, imprisons most of
the wish-granting community and
has literally absconded
with Peach and her court into the
sky. This is the point at which
you should be saying, “Really
Bowser? You just helped save
your universe in RPG and you’re
back to creating problems again?”
But, nevertheless, the story must
go on and Paper Mario fills that
void nicely with an engaging

Lyndsey Hicks
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tale of teamwork and camaraderie. I was most impressed with
the depth of the characters and
the deft way Intelligent Systems
fleshed out the world of Mario
and some of his never-beforeseen allies who come from
all walks of the Mario life.
Another impressive part
of the tale is the tonguein-cheek humor sprinkled
liberally throughout.
Paper Mario isn’t afraid to
be self-referential or pinch
off other games when it calls
for shaking up the routine “Mario
saves Peach” bit.
Spoilers ahead: There is a
section that calls for a certain
princess to become a virtual
Solid Snake-like character and it
immediately calls forth images
of Metal Gear Solid. That kind of
borrowing is the kind of thing
that’s allowed and plays well

SCORE:
4 OUT
OF 5
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within the context that Mario is
the king of all that he surveys
and even in his spinoff titles, he
can still run with the best of the
best, pay homage and still come
out smelling like roses.
In his second RPG outing, Mario still plays just as well as his
first attempt in the role-playing
sphere. Paper looks like and plays
out like a storybook, which is
fresh and inviting to old diehards
like myself. The mechanics are
simple to learn and are layered
enough that an experienced RPGer
can jump right in and understand
what’s going on without much
explanation.
If you played the first game,
concepts such as timed defense,

timed offense and first hits will
make sense. It’s that kind of referencing that makes the game a
success: It’s easy to pick up and
play, regardless of your level of
familiarity with the series’ system.
My main gripe, though, is that
the game feels sprawling and
slightly disjointed at times. That’s
a great problem to have actually, but there are times when
backtracking and the seemingly
endless sidequests tend to distract from the main goal. Still, I’d
rather have that problem than be
bored with nothing to support the
main story.
Also, as a rather nitpicky side
gripe, the final boss fight is one of

the most aggravating fights I have
ever experienced.
I was easily in that battle for
half an hour solely because of the
boss’ ability to heal, not because I
was doing anything particularly
wrong. If, at the end of the battle,
I say, “I will never fight this end
battle again,” there is a problem
there.
It was as if it was protracted and
drawn out for the sake of being a
hard boss battle.
My issues aside, though, I had
an engaging and memorable time
playing through and I couldn’t
wait to work through a new
chapter in the saga that was Paper
Mario. This is a tale you literally
can’t put down.
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SUPER MARIO 64

Mario’s greatest evolution
Most of the gaming world
would agree that Super Mario 64
is one of the greatest games of all
time. I would agree also except
for two things: First, the game
gives me a tremendous headache
after about 10 minutes of play;
and, second, I’m not like most
people.
See, where I have a problem
with Mario 64 is where most
people don’t have a problem.
Don’t get me wrong; I love the
leap forward that presents itself
as soon as you boot up the game
for the first time. I was — and
still am — in awe of the wonderment that is seeing
Mario in 3D after
playing 2D Mario games for
the majority
of my gaming career.
However, I’m
not in concert
with the idea
that it’s one of the
greatest games of all time. Why?
Just because it was the first to
fully realize a formerly 2D character in 3D splendor? Because
it’s Mario and just because it’s
Mario?
No, I can’t form my opinion or
even include the game in the conversation of greatest game of all
time just because of any of those

SCORE:
4.5 OUT
OF 5
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things.
There has to be some valid reasoning and while there are some
great points for it, I’m not sold
100 percent.
Mario 64, graphically, is
steps ahead of almost everything for the Nintendo
64. Note that I said almost.
Most games don’t hold
a candle to Mario in fully
realized 3D and, even with his
polygonal block style as with
most early N64 games, Mario still
looks like a king. Peach’s Palace
is interestingly laid out and the
graphical quality of the castle
still blows away the competition
20 years later. Watching Mario
run around, run and jump and
be Mario but in a non-2D sprite is
pure heaven for Mario lovers like
myself.

But there’s that blockiness that
I mentioned before. It’s obvious
throughout and can be jarring
from time to time. And for motion sickness sufferers like myself, the 3D is nigh unbearable.
It’s all I can do not to vomit after
20 minutes, so my playtime is
immediately limited because of
the visuals. I should not be wanting to vomit after playing a Mario
game.
The soundtrack makes up for the
illness-inducing gameplay. The
soundtrack is fantastic and it’s
worthy of a mainline Mario game,
easily. From running around in
the plains of Bob-omb Battlefield
to traversing numerous obstacles
to take on the King of the Koopas,
Mario 64 is a dream come true in
terms of audio pleasure.
And, this is, after all, the first
commercial game where Mario
actually speaks. It’s a joy to hear
him squeal and squawk for the
first time as he explores the various worlds.
With all of my negative sentiments about the leap from 2D
to 3D for Mario, I still appreciate
the masterpiece that is Mario 64.
Groundbreaking and simultaneously frustrating?
Yes. But it’s frustration worth
having even if it takes a tumble
down my list of greatest games
ever.
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Mario Kart’s growing pains
Mario Kart has always been an interesting experience. Combining go-karting and Mario has and is a recipe for
success for Nintendo, quite honestly.
And, by the time Nintendo got around
to making the sequel to the smash hit
Super Mario Kart, they knew they had
a surefire massive hit on their hands.
Mario Kart 64 takes everything you
loved about the first game and immeasurably increases it. The Mario characters, the tracks, the secrets; everything
about Mario Kart 64 is better than the
original in every respect. Driving has
improved with better steering qualities for all characters including the
bonafied introduction of powersliding. Mastering powersliding means
a world of difference in race
times, especially when you
have bragging rights at
stake. Old mechanics,
such as the weight class
concept, are still present
but it seems everyone
has a better representation with respect to how
a class really controls. The
lightweights feel like, well, lightweights. The heavyweights actually
feel like they’re heavy to handle.
While I’m an admitted longterm
Mario Kart aficionado, I have to admit
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that if you’re going to get into Mario
Kart, this is the title to do so with. It’s
not hard to pick up MK64 and grasp the
mechanics. It’s also easy to play
with friends who understand
the nuances of Mario Kart
so that you’re not left
behind for very long. And
it’s the playing with others that makes this one of
the best party games ever
created. MK64 has Battle
Mode as its ace in the hole
and it makes it one of the first
quintessential party games, alongside
Goldeneye, Super Smash Bros. and
Mario Party.
With all that it has going for it, how-

SCORE:
3.5 OUT
OF 5
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ever, there a few minor drawbacks.
First, if rubber band AI bothers you,
this is not the game for you. MK64’s
AI is one of the worst offenders of the
rubber banding practice and it gets
worse as you go through the single
player race campaign. Combine that
with the punishing difficulty of 100cc
and 150cc races and you have a frustrating, controller-throwing mess.
Second, this is the second game after
Mario 64 where Mario characters are
vocalized. I promise you will get tired
of hearing characters say their favorite phrase long before you finish any
of the modes. It gets old quickly and
makes one wish they could turn the
sound off, except that you’ll realize
quickly that the soundtrack is actually
great. This, however, is the game that
turned me against Mario characters
talking.
Mario Kart 64 is polarizing to some
players: Some think it’s one of the
greatest kart racing games ever made
while others hate it. I tend to be in
the middle; it’s a great entry in the
kart racing genre, but there are some
fairly major quirks with how it plays
to throw a wrench into things. I like to
think that the fun and the quality associated with Mario Kart boosts it out
of the middle of the pack.
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SMB2 an uneven, heavy-handed sequel
If there were ever a time when
Mario was considered not to be
fun, this would be it. I have always
had a major fascination with Mario and the Mushroom Kingdom,
but the true sequel to one of the
greatest games of all time made
me wish I didn’t go down the rabbit hole.
At first glance, SMB 2 is your typical sequel: Improved graphics and
new concepts, such as the addition
of the Poisonous Mushroom. But
there’s immediately something off
putting about the game. It’s familiar yet foreign. A lot of the same
enemies are used and the game
has a lot of the same story-specific
elements as its predecessor. The
objective remains the same: Save
Princess Peach from the invading Koopa army. But this is where
things take sinister and not-sopleasant turn.
I’m not going to beat
around the
bush: The
difficulty
level is not
friendly.
If you didn’t
start with Super
Mario Bros., stop right now and go
back and study up that game. The
sequel is designed to be set up and
buoyed by the original. If you start
here, you’re setting yourself up for
failure.
The new levels were designed to
take “super” players to task and
show them that Mario isn’t the
cakewalk they thought him to be.
So, born from that are Sisyphean
efforts such as warps that return
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SCORE:
2.5 OUT
OF 5
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you to an earlier part of the level;
or my favorite: The fact that using level warps at all prevents
advancement to the real ending
of the game. This is Ghouls and
Ghosts before Ghouls and Ghosts.
This frustrating tactic of pun-

ishing the player for being too
good is exactly why the follow up
to Super Mario Bros. would have
never flown in America and why
we didn’t see the game until a full
five years after its release in Japan.
People traditionally play Mario to

relax, not be thrown backward in
a never-ending loop of anger and
frustration. This doesn’t appeal to
the mass players and it’s cheap
and perverse that Mario is used in
this way.
While it’s not the same Ma-

rio in a lot of respects, the same
old charm is present. The whimsical jaunt through the Mushroom
Kingdom is now fraught with all
types of danger, but it’s still pretty
to behold. And the music is still the
main act of beauty and source of
joy in what is a dark skip through
the forest of Mario. Somehow,
through all of the anger, Koji
Kondo’s masterpieces never seem
to get old.
For the sake of your controllers, I
suggest investing in cheat codes to
get through SMB 2. It’s one of the
few games I would ever give this
advice about to beat.
We Americans might be lazy and
unchallenged (editor’s note: Nintendo confirmed that this is the real
reason why we received the mucheasier-but-still-hard SMB 2 USA/
Doki Doki Panic ripoff), but at least
our controllers remain intact and
whole, no thanks in small part to
getting a far easier version of Mario 2. Super Frustration Bros. would
have been a more apropos title for
the sequel to the greatest game of
all time.
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MARIO REVIEW QUICK HITS
SUPER MARIO LAND
Mario’s first adventure outside of the Mushroom Kingdom just happens to also be his first in
the portable sphere. Mario Land is a serviceable
adventure filled with the weird
and different (Tatanga,
anyone?), but it’s still
good Mario. The mechanics resemble SMB,
and the graphics keep
things familiar enough
despite spaceships and
pyramids making an
appearance. Keep this early
Mario as an option on the go.

SCORE:
3.5 OUT
OF 5

SUPER MARIO LAND
2: 6 GOLDEN COINS
Mario’s second handheld adventure is a step
up in terms of … everything. There are more
power ups, more stages and
more enemies to take on,
including Wario, who is
introduced to the world
at large here. The six
titular golden coins
mean more places to
explore and more to do,
which is always helpful
in a Mario title. The controls get a little crisper and the
graphics are gorgeous for a handheld title. This is
one to own, even if you’re not a super Mario fan.

SCORE:
4 OUT
OF 5

MARIO KART: SUPER CIRCUIT
Mario’s first foray into the handheld karting side of things is
a mixed bag. On the one hand, it’s Super Mario Kart finally on a
handheld system. That instantly makes it worth checking out
by itself. On the other hand, the difficulty and rating system
make it a frustrating experience. If you’re used
to the rubber band AI from the two previous titles, you’ll find it well worn here.
And good luck getting the max number
of coins and stars possible in the bid to
max out the game. But, it’s still decent
Mario Kart overall and the game plays
exactly like you’d expect. That’s a winning attribute that helps salvage this
race.

SCORE:
2.5 OUT
OF 5
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All photos special thanks to Lost Ark Video Games

A tale of two Mario games
Vs. Super Mario
Bros. is the same
plumber, just
slightly refined
By Lyndsey Hicks

Gaming Insurrection

The seminal title that breathed
life into a franchise actually got
its time in the spotlight of arcade
parlors as well as home consoles.
Super Mario Bros. was and has
been ported to nearly every Nintendo system in existence, and the
company made sure that it made
its way front and center to what
was, at the time, booming business. Mario then returned to his
roots.
With the sideshow great ape out
of the way, Mario was king of the
land and he made sure everyone
knew it. From the marquee art to
the cabinet, you knew this was
the Mario that you had come to
know and love and what followed
was going to be familiar. Except it
wasn’t.
Versus Super Mario Bros. is
quintessential Mario. It’s basically
the first game in the series, secrets
and all, except with a few changes,
whether these are enhancements
or detractors is up to the player,
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but suffice to say, this is Super
Mario Bros.
The first of various changes
begins with the level layout. The
Mario you’re probably used to is
still present but there are obvious changes such as powerups in
different spots. Additions such as
more fire bars in castles, enemies added overall and fewer
1-UP mushrooms are immediately
noticeable. The most striking difference is the illusion to Japanese
Super Mario Bros. 2. Levels that
are akin to the Japanese version of
that game have been incorporated
and it means the difficulty has
increased significantly as well.

Graphically, it’s the same Super
Mario Bros. The sprites have been
retained, although astute Mario
players will notice the addition of
an extra zero in the coin counter.
Nothing changed so drastically as
between the first game and say
the third game, but if it had, it
wouldn’t be Mario.
The point of Versus was to give
even the most battle-hardened
Mario practitioner something to
tide them over until the inevitable
sequel was let loose on the world.
Despite its similarities to the original, this arcade port is extremely

See VS. MARIO, PAGE 23
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RED & BLUE

KNOWLEDGE CENTER
Pokémon on tap
this quarter:
No. 106: Hitmonlee
No. 107: Hitmonchan
No. 108: Lickitung
No. 109: Koffing
No. 110: Weezing
No. 111: Rhyhorn
No. 112: Rhydon

WHAT TO KEEP
AND DELETE
Keep
Double Kick
Rolling Kick
Jump Kick (Until Hi Jump Kick is
learned)
Hi Jump Kick
Mega Kick
Delete
Meditate
Focus Energy
Moves to teach via TM/HM
TM 19 — Seismic Toss

No. 106 —Hitmonlee

No. 107 —Hitmonchan

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

Start
Start
33
38
43

Double Kick
Meditate
Rolling Kick
Jump Kick
Focus
Energy
Hi Jump
Kick
Mega Kick

Fighting
Psychic
Fighting
Fighting
Normal

Start

Comet
Punch
Agility
Fire Punch
Ice Punch
ThunderPunch
Mega Punch
Counter

Normal

Start
Start
7
15
23

Wrap
Supersonic
Stomp
Disable
Defense
Curl
Slam
Screech

Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

48
53

Fighting
Normal

EDITOR’S NOTES:
Fighting Pokémon Hitmonlee is the epitome of
its class. It’s focused on kicking and will employ
a wide variety of kick-type moves to balance out
its repertoire. What you need to take from this
Pokémon, if you choose it — you have a choice
between it and Hitmonchan — is that the kicks
do not have elemental properties to them. This
is unlike Hitmonchan, who learns several punch
moves that have elements associated with them.
However, Hitmonlee is a decent choice and will
learn quite a few moves that help make it useful
when it comes time to take on Normal, Rock and
Ice types.

Start
33
38
43
48
53

Psychic
Fire
Ice
Electric
Normal
Fighting

EDITOR’S NOTES:
Hitmonchan, the punching counterpart to Hitmonlee, is our Pokémon of choice between the two.
While Hitmonlee’s kicks are nice, we prefer the
punching power and elemental damage that can
come from Hitmonchan’s arsenal of moves learned.
The great thing is you don’t have to teach it many
moves, either. It learns quite a few Fighting-type
moves on its own and doesn’t require many levels
to learn the important moves that you’re waiting for.

WHAT TO KEEP AND
DELETE
Keep
Comet Punch
(until Mega Punch is
learned)

retro game corner

No. 108 —Lickitung

Fire Punch
Ice Punch
ThunderPunch
Mega Punch
Delete
Agility
Counter

EDITOR’S CHOICE

Special thanks to
Bulbapedia for
Pokémon artwork

31
39

Normal
Normal

EDITOR’S NOTES:
Lickitung is a strange beast. It’s a Normal type
and it learns many moves as such. It’s nothing
special but a decent Lickitung can spell trouble
for any trainer that doesn’t pay attention. Lickitung
can learn quite a few things and be taught several moves, such as Cut and Strength. These are
relatively useful HMs and, in the right hands, they
can become dangerous. Do not underestimate the
power of a Normal Pokémon like Lickitung, especially if it can learn moves from all categories.

WHAT TO KEEP AND
DELETE
Keep
Wrap
Stomp
Slam

Delete

Supersonic
Disable
Defense Curl
Screech
Moves to teach
TM 15 — Hyper
Beam
HM 01 — Cut
19
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KNOWLEDGE CENTER

Evolves at
Level 35

No. 109 —Koffing

WHAT TO KEEP
AND DELETE
Keep
Smog
Sludge
Haze
Delete
Tackle
Smokescreen
Self Destruct
Explosion
Move to teach
TM 06 — Toxic
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No. 110 —Weezing

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

START
START
32
37

Tackle
Smog
Sludge
Smokescreen
Self
Destruct
Haze
Explosion

Normal
Poison
Poison
Normal

40
45
48

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

START
START
START
39

Tackle
Smog
Sludge
Smokescreen
Self
Destruct
Haze
Explosion

Normal
Poison
Poison
Normal

Normal

43

Ice
Normal

49
53

Normal
Ice
Normal

EDITOR’S NOTES:
If you need a Poison status enabler on your team, Koffing is an excellent choice.
While it doesn’t learn nearly as many status changers like the Oddish/Gloom/Vileplume evolution chain, it still can attack using Smog or Sludge, which are chancebased poisoning moves; and, Toxic, which does a tremendous job in poisoning your
opponent that builds based on their maximum HP.
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RED & BLUE

KNOWLEDGE CENTER

Evolves at
Level 42

WHAT TO KEEP
AND DELETE
Keep
Horn Attack
Stomp
Fury Attack
Horn Drill
Delete
Tail Whip
Leer
Take Down

No. 112 —Rhydon

No. 111 —Rhyhorn

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

START
30
35
40
45
50
55

Horn Attack
Stomp
Tail Whip
Fury Attack
Horn Drill
Leer
Take Down

Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

START
START
START
START
48
55
64

Horn Attack
Stomp
Tail Whip
Fury Attack
Horn Drill
Leer
Take Down

Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

EDITOR’S NOTES:
Rhyhorn and Rhydon are fairly average Ground/Rock Pokémon. While they are a dual type, the moveset that they
learn is Normal in nature. That’s not a good problem to have. They should learn their dual types’ moves and
having to teach them an entirely new moveset is not something advisable when other Ground/Rock Pokémon are
available, such as Geodude or Onix. If you want to teach new moves and don’t have either of the aforementioned
Pokémon, use this duo as an absolute last resort.
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By Lyndsey Hicks

Don’t forget to
download our DDR
glossary of terms!

Artist: Sho-T
Difficulty: 4/6/7
Chosen difficulty: Heavy
BPM: 132

Artist: Naoki
Difficulty: 4/6/9
Chosen difficulty: Heavy
BPM: 170

Artist: 2MB
Difficulty: 9/10/10
Chosen difficulty: Light
BPM: 100 – 805

A Stupid Barber is not hard, but it can be tricky
in some spots. It’s not the speed that will mess
you up; it’s the steps and the fact that there are
some tricky holds spread throughout. If you’re
not used to songs that are slower in nature and
have a few densely placed arrows, this is a song
to practice with until you can handle the slower
pace. For the most part, the steps follow the
beat and aren’t too chaotic. That, coupled with
the relatively slow speed, will make for a fun
stepchart.

The pace of Can’t Stop Fallin’ in Love’s speedier
mix is apparent the moment you start the song.
It’s obviously sped up quite a bit and features
a twisting, blazing fast intro that will kill you
before the song even begins if you aren’t careful. This is definitely a case of learning the song
to learn the steps, because the steps match the
beat nearly perfectly. One of the more intense
worries of the song are the jackhammers in
three spots. These are killer jackhammers and
if you miss one, you will miss them all. It’s
prudent to note where they come up (measures
32, 33, 48, 49, 56 and 57) and learn to tackle
that particular step pattern. Also of note are
the gallops interspersed throughout. These are
noted by red and yellow arrows. They will also
take away a lot of stamina at this speed. The
trick to understanding the song and doing well
is to get a good full combo in the opening and
ending runs and manage the jackhammers.

Per the usual, if the alias 2MB is involved, it
probably means that the song following will be
incredibly awesome and difficult all at once.
It’s hard to accurately describe the steps other
than be prepared for sudden increases and
decreases in speed and stops and starts. The
song, even on Light difficulty, is incredibly hard
to master and will be a large effort just to pass.
It is not called a Boss song in Supernova 2 for
no reason.

Suggested Speed Mod: x2

Suggested Speed Mod: x1

Suggested Speed Mod: x2
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Mario Pinball Land is an affront to all that is holy in pinball

T

here are few greater atrocities, few
worse things in creation than an improperly done pinball game. Pinball
is a sacred art passed to us humans
from the gods so that we might be
knowledgeable and clothed and less ignorant. When man creates pinball games, we
are given the tools from which we are to
create magic. The intricate design of a cabinet, the appropriate amount of loops — that
can’t be duplicated by mere mortals seeking
to make a quick dollar. So, when some mortal tries this foolishness — and inevitably
fails — the gods notice. And the gods noticed
the failure that was Mario Pinball Land.
The first inkling that not all is right on
Olympus because of Mario-infused trickery
should be the lack of tilting. No title can call
itself pinball properly without tilting. At this
point, you’re just messing around, daring
the wrath of Pinball Zeus the Almighty (aka
Steve Ritchie of Williams/Bally/Mortal Kombat fame) to find you and smite you from
existence.
The second inkling should be the over-reliance on Mario-themed shenanigans to bolster a lackluster idea that should never have
come to fruition. Mario should not be talking
that much; he should be running, jumping,
driving a go-kart and saving his princess,
not rolling around a board while being beat
about the face and neck as if he is some lazy
dock worker striking and demanding his
pay. There is literally no reason for Mario
or his kingdom to be involved here. It’s as if
someone at Nintendo said, under duress in
a crazy staff meeting from hell that determined whether he’d live to see 5 p.m. quitting time, “Don’t kill me! Let’s just make a
pinball game and involve Mario in it again!
It’ll sell like hotcakes!” Yes, until people realize that not only is it a terrible game, but
also it’s a terrible pinball game with Mario’s
likeness slapped on it to make people buy it.
The final inkling is the fact that nothing
about Mario screams pinball. There’s nothing in the Mushroom Kingdom and Mario’s
various diverse tales of murder and probable
drug-fueled mayhem that tells me I should
run out and play a pinball game with Mario
in it. I have never gotten the urge to play
pinball while committing mushroom and
turtle genocide with the famous plumber.
Mario works well in multiple genres because
he’s an everyday man doing everyday things,
like being a race car driver or a doctor. Even

with Lyndsey
Hicks
when he’s being a hero, he’s still doing
something people do every day. People don’t
roll about imaginary lands in a pinball game
every day.
I would have liked for once, just once,
for Shigeru Miyamoto — game design god

that he is — to have sat the
Mario team down and had a
nice long talk about what and
where Mario’s name should
go. I envision, however, Miyamoto-san and Ritchie shaking
their heads in shame, a nation
of fans doomed to endless sorrow for the likes of one title.
Thanks, Mario Pinball Land,
for bringing shame and plague
upon our house.
Lyndsey Hicks is
editor-in-chief of Gaming
Insurrection. She can be reached
at editor@
gaminginsurrection.com

VS. MARIO, from PAGE 18
rare, something exceedingly hard
to find as arcades remain in a nonexistent state worldwide. While the
NES version is commonplace and
ported often, take stock of the fact
that the arcade version is like fool’s
gold: Find it and treasure it. Turn
your back and it’s gone.

retro game corner
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Mario impresses in cartoon form
Super Mario Bros. Super Show Vol. 1
When you’re able to have a live-action
show and you’re a household name throughout the world, you can afford to do whatever
you want and take whatever licenses you
want with your own source material. The
Super Mario Bros. Super Show did just that
over the course of a year with the live-action
adventures of Brooklyn-based Mario and
Luigi and the animated capers of the Mario
Bros., Princess Peach and Toad.
It seems odd to say a year is enough time
to explain the happenings of the Mushroom
Kingdom, but the weekly show lasted 52
episodes and fully explored the world that
Mario and Luigi found themselves in after getting sucked down a warp pipe. The
show captures the essence of Super Mario
Bros. and even throws in quite a few references and ideas from Super Mario Bros. 2
Japan and USA. The level of detail is a bit
haphazard from time to time (there are
some anachronistic things in the animated
portion of the show — such as Bowser being
in charge of Wart’s minions), but overall the
show is extremely well done and entertaining. And, as a Mario fan, you get a glimpse
into the early days of Mario mania, the time
before Mario was as recognizable as Mickey
Mouse.

HOW WE GRADE

We score the properties in three categ ories: Casting
(or voice acting in cases of animated), plot and simi
larities to its source material. Each category receives
points out of the maximum of 10 per category and
30 overall. The percentage is the final score.

8 8.8

Like the games?: 8.5
Acting/Voice acting: 7.5
Story: 8

Overall: 24 out of 30 or 8

The Adventures of Super Mario Bros. 3

Of the three Mario-based cartoons produced, The Adventures of Super Mario Bros.
3 has the distinction of being the best and
most accurate. Sure, some of the Koopa Kids’
names are changed, but you still know it’s
Mario and that it’s unmistakably Super Mario Bros. 3, one of the most popular games of
all time.
The story is closer to the games this time
with Mario and crew taking on Bowser and
the Koopalings’ various plots to enslave the
Mushroom World and — unsurprisingly —
humanity. The animation is slightly rough
in the beginning episodes but by the end of
the series, it picks up and looks more like the
game in terms of quality. The voice acting is
top-notch from start to finish, even if our

artoons, to me, fall in the same
sphere as anime and comic books.
If you tell a good story, I don’t care
what medium you choose to tell it
in. If it happens to be about something I
love, chances are I’m even more for it. So
it goes with Mario. I have loved the portly
plumber since 1988, the first time I played
Super Mario Bros. and died on the first
goomba on the first level.
With that love of Mario cemented, I
started looking for other avenues in which
to pursue my affection. I found them in the
only animated Mario show out at the time:
The Super Mario Bros. Super Show.
Super Show was fantastic in the fact that
Captain Lou Albano and Danny Wells really
were Mario and Luigi for the live-action
segments, and the animated portion of the
show was really well done. Super Show got
a lot of things Mario right, despite the combination of the then-unheard of Japanese
version of Mario 2, Mario 2 USA and the first
game. But, while I loved Super Show, the
fever pitch in America for Super Mario Bros.
3 began and it was then that I truly fell in
love with animated Mario.
The Adventures of Super Mario Bros. 3 is
one of my favorite Nintendo-themed properties. First of all, it was based on Super
Mario Bros. 3, one of the greatest games
ever made and one of the few games that
lived up to the hype that preceded it. Second, the animation was great and really
made you think about things from the
perspective of the world Mario was in. Sure,
I didn’t like the references to the real world
because I associate Mario with fantasy and
the Mushroom Kingdom, but I could kind
of look past all of that so long as it didn’t
happen that often. What Adventures did
was take the concept of Mario the game to

See MARIO CARTOONS, PAGE 26
See ANIMATED MARIO, PAGE 26
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Brandon Beatty

OTAKU CORNER
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L continues to inspire justice in Death Note Volume 8

our years after his death, the world’s
greatest detective L continues to
challenge Light Yagami in the most
intense game of cat and mouse via
his successors. Will L and company
triumph or will Light have the last laugh?
The answer to these questions awaits in
Death Note Volume 8: Target.
Written by Tsugumi Ohba, drawn by
Takeshi Obata and published by Viz Media,
Death Note Volume 8 lives up to its subtitle.
At the end of Vol. 7, we left Light (Kira/the
second L) — the newest member of the NPA’s
intelligence bureau — unchallenged in making his idea of a crime-free world come to
fruition. However, he was unprepared for a
two-pronged attack from Mello and Near, L’s
true successors. Mello joins with an organized crime group to kidnap Light’s sister,
Sayu, while Near gains the support of the
president of the United States to form the
SPK (Special Provision for Kira). Both parties’
main objective is to capture Kira and the
Death Note.
For a brief period, Light and Near cooperate
to rescue Sayu while Light’s father, Soichiro,
leaves for Los Angeles to deliver their Death
Note to Mello’s henchmen. Although Sayu
was safely recovered, the notebook fell into
the hands of Mello, allowing him and the
gang’s boss, Rod Ross, to eliminate individuals who sold various illegal goods without
Ross’ permission as well as three senior
members of the SPK.
As the psychological warfare continues,
U.S. President David Hoope gets thrown
into the fray via Mello, who states that his
group would give the U.S. Kira’s notebook in
exchange for funding, weapons and shared
use of the SPK’s satellites. Facing a potential
global crisis, President Hoope briefly complies with Mello’s requests but also notifies
Light. Light promised to protect the presi-

the strip

dent but also requests use of special forces
soldiers to combat Mello and his group.
Unfortunately, Mello was able to use the
shinigami Sidoh to eliminate the soldiers at
the same time President Hoope was eliminated, possibly by Kira (aka Light).
Volume 8 continues the tried-and-true
formula that made Death Note a smash success: A great storyline that combines action
and mystery with elements of supernatural
horror. I still can’t keep my jaw from dropping to the floor when I read about Light
and his plans to keep him steps ahead of the
task force, Mello and Near while acting as L
and Kira. As Death Note continues, you will
form a view of Light Yagami: On one side,
you admire Light’s intelligence and his just
goal to make the world a better place, while
on the other side you despise him and root
for his downfall.
The art by Obata-san is flat-out awesome,
from character design to the locations in
America. You will have to give Mello and
Near credit; they’ve made some gamechanging moves of their own such as Near
letting Light take the lead while he still has
authority over U.S. law enforcement, while
Mello uses the mafia and resources to force
the U.S. president to give him money and
other support to slow down Kira and Near to
stay on top. Viz media, again, did an excellent job of adapting and translating, this
time entrusting both tasks to Tetsuichiro
Miyaki.
Volume 8 continues the nonstop battle of
good vs. evil with the victor claiming the
weapon to END all weapons. While reading, I
felt like I got a front-row seat to a three-way
battle of devious minds that are determined
to be triumphant. Who will prevail?
Brandon Beatty is editor-at-large of Gaming
Insurrection. He can be reached via email at
brandonb@gaminginsurrection.com
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TOP 5 ON THE STRIP — SUPER MARIO MOVIE ERRORS
2

1

Their last name isn’t Mario
According to the authoritative guide to
all things Mario — MushroomKing
dom.net — the script called for the
Mario Bros. to have a last name. The
characters were never given names
in the game series and the producers
decided that because they were the
Mario Bros., their last name must be
Mario. According to the site, creator
Shigeru Miyamoto was quoted in
Game Informer as having “laughed
rather loudly” when he heard this info.

Princess Daisy is not the ruler of
the Mushroom Kingdom
Princess Daisy, first introduced in the
Game Boy’s Mario Land, does not rule
the Mushroom Kingdom; she’s the
leader of Sarasaland. Luigi isn’t even
present in the game, though he later
develops a relationship with her as
Mario and Peach’s counterparts.

3

The Mario Bros. jumped naturally high, without the need for
special boots
The weird jump boots in the movie
really had nothing to do with Mario
games. Also, Big Bertha is a fish in the
game, not an actual woman.

4

5

Goombas are not reptiles of any
kind

Bowser isn’t a lizard creature;
he’s a turtle

We’re not sure why the goombas were
made to be tall reptilian-like creatures
when they’re literally living mushrooms
gone bad.

While Dennis Hopper made a believ
able Bowser, King of the Koopas,
sadly, he isn’t a lizard. Bowser has
been confirmed to be an evil turtle with
a spiked shell.

ANIMATED MARIO,
from PAGE 24

Adventures of Super
Mario Bros. 3 soars
MARIO CARTOONS, from PAGE 24 however, is for the novelty and
Mario collection completion sake.
favorite captain, Lou Albano, no
longer provided the voice of Mario.
If you like Super Mario Bros. 3 as
much as we adore the game, you
probably already own the series
on DVD, which doesn’t have extras,
sadly. The best reason to own this,
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Like the games: 9
Voice acting: 9.5
Story: 8
Overall: 26.5 out of 30 or 8.8

Mario the cash cow, meaning Mario was everywhere at
this point. It didn’t hurt that
McDonald’s had toys based on
the game and TV show in their
Happy Meals at this point,
either.
After the hype of Adventures
died down, though, there
wasn’t much animated that I
really cared for. Super Mario
World’s cartoon didn’t do it for
me and it didn’t seem to have
the same magic that the previous cartoons captured from the
games.
The brief cornucopia of Mario
animated brilliance came to
an end, and there haven’t been
any replacements since. At
least the game was fun while
it lasted.
Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief
of Gaming Insurrection. She can
be reached by email at
lyndseyh@
gaminginsurrection.com

Super Mario World

The Adventures of Super Mario Bros. 3
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